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of the unexpected accident that happened to him.
※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 A형인지 확인 바랍니다.

① implement

② compliment

※ 본 대학교 2018학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽 ③ torment

④ ferment

60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part II가 각 3.8
점, Part III가 각 3.2점, Part IV가 각 2.8점, Part V가 각 4.2점 7. The professor asked several questions designed to
the mind and get the students to seek

입니다.

※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니 answers beyond simple reading comprehension.
다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다.

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

I (10문항)
II (5문항)
III (15문항)
IV (15문항)
V (15문항)

정답
+2.8 점
+3.8 점
+3.2 점
+2.8 점
+4.2 점

오답
-0.70 점
-0.95 점
-0.80 점
-0.70 점
-1.05 점

무응답
0 점
0 점
0 점
0 점
0 점

※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다.
Part I. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르시
오. [1-10]

① impede

② stimulate

③ encroach

④ diverge

8. The con man

us into thinking that he

would make us rich. Instead, he tricked us into giving
him several hundred dollars.
① persecuted

② harassed

③ deluded

④ violated

9. Unless you get a full checkup from your doctor, it will
be hard to tell whether your chronic

is due

to physical illness or depression.

1. Nuclear accidents can happen; therefore, nuclear power
plants must have

safety controls.

① lenient

② rigorous

③ elastic

④ convenient

stop sign in the area.
② fraudulent

③ prudent

④ consistent

③ liaison

④ lethargy

Hard

work

on

the

practice

field

might

be

① precursor

② barrage

③ volition

④ calamity

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]
[보기]

night : moon ::

3. When two people get married, it is with the assumption

① shadow : light

② moon : star

that their feelings for each other are

③ day : sun

④ ray : laser

and will

never alter.

정답은 ③번입니다.

① immutable

② impossible

③ incomparable

④ improbable

4. Because the woman made

the

of success on the playing field.

for the city to put a

① equivalent

② larceny

10.

2. Since so many car accidents have happened at that
intersection, it would be

① levity

11. contrary : oppose ::
remarks about

① cooperative : support

② skeptical : believe

③ deceptive : criticize

④ greedy : acclaim

the president’s children, she lost her job as a senator’s
assistant.

12. stingy : generous ::

① derogatory

② despondent

③ destitute

④ desperate

5. Jane is not the type of person who is willing to
her innermost feelings even to her close
friends.
① condone

② concern

③ consent

④ confide

6. John could not

his ambitious plan because

① fiscal : monetary

② conspicuous : evident

③ abominable : pleasant

④ impending : imminent

13. glib : sincerity ::
① fluent : accuracy

② lenient : stability

③ apathetic : emotion

④ zealous : passion

14. helmsmen : ship ::
① students : classroom

② pilots : airplane

③ audience : theatre

④ children : playground
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15. needle : stitch ::

23.

new economic vitality, the excessive

① artist : carve

② hatchet : chop

dependence on energy exports is a problem that must be

③ athlete : compete

④ rake : scavenge

surmounted.
① A country that badly needed

Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르

② For a country that badly needs

시오. [16-30]

③ A country badly needs
④ For a country badly needed

16. The harbor has tripled in size, though

.

① most of its wharves stand emptiness

24.

② most of its wharves stand empty

stay secret.

③ most of its wharves standing emptiness

① All are really clear

② What is really clarity

④ most of its wharves standing empty

③ All that's really clear

④ What are really clear

is that in digital form, no one's secrets

17. A common quip is

because politicians 25. The country has pledged to cut greenhouse gas
pocket money for road surfacing materials.
emissions
20 percent by 2030.
① that new roads are narrower than planned
① by more than
② on more than
② that new roads are narrower than planning

③ that is more than

④ those are more than

③ which new roads are narrower than planning
④ which new roads are narrower than planned

26. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right
to

18. Researchers don't know

for treating

until proven guilty according to law in

a public trial.

depression.

① presume innocent

② be presumed innocence

① whichever the ideal dose is

③ presume innocence

④ be presumed innocent

② how is the ideal dose
③ whichever is the ideal dose

27.

④ what the ideal dose is

work, he walks to work.

19. A lot of data

whether daylight saving

David lives only a few blocks from

① Now which

② Now that

③ Since that

④ Since which

time does reduce energy consumption to a significant
degree.

28. Most Asian success stories have been ones in which

① remain mixture in

② remaining mixture on

the government forces its people to save,

③ remain mixed on

④ remaining mixed in

through capital accumulation.

20. You can check out this book

it by

① grows production

② produces growth

③ producing growth

④ growing product

tomorrow.
① provides you return

② provided you return

29. The city is

③ provided your return

④ provides your return of

① such a big place that

it's easy to get lost.

② a big such place which
21. It's unclear that the E.U. has the mechanisms for the

③ such a big place which

strong leadership

④ a big such place that

.

① needed to drive real change
② needs to driving real change

30. The deepening troubles at the state oil company,

③ needed to driving real change

, threaten to further destabilize a government

④ needs to drive real change

facing a dire recession.
① the country’s economic mainstay is

22. Iraqi citizens who risked their lives

U.S.

② it is the country’s economic mainstay

military forces as interpreters were separated from their

③ is the country’s economic mainstay

families.

④ the country’s economic mainstay

① when are working with

② while they working at

③ when their work at

④ while working with
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Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]

water.

31. Today’s teachers are encouraged not to interfere in

39. Some explorers say that we should focus on the part

①
the

②

development

of

values

and

to

③
allow

values

①
of the ocean that is 20,000 feet deep or little.

and emerge as personal preference.

②

③

④

④
40. A deeply frigid cold spell has North America in its
32. Drones in China inspect power lines, survey fires and
①

①
grip, setting record temperatures, created striking

disaster zone, spray crops, and monitor air pollution
②

③

④

②

③

scenes and, in some cases, threatening the lives of

around factories.

humans and animals alike.
④

33. Our universities must develop and to maintain
①

41. Famed for their flashing beauty, diamonds are the

procedures that protect professors’ ability to teach and
②

③

④

①

②

hardest substance on earth and among the prettiest.

learn without fear of retaliation.

③

34. In dealing with those nations that break rule, we
①

42. Farmers would take pollen from the sweetest melon

②

①

must develop alternatives to violence that are tough
③

④

plants and add them to the flowers of plants that

④

②

enough to change behavior.

③

produced the biggest melons.
④

35. 2,000 representatives from 150 nations agreed on new
①

②

43. Through the 1950s and 1960s, shopping centers

policies for reducing the release of gases linking to global
③

added characteristics of the true modern shopping mall,

④

①

warming.

such

as

②

enclosed

ceilings

and

③
36. The experts we spoke to disagreed on which come
①

another

commercial

④

functions.

②

first, but all agreed physical activity and sleep are the

44. The huge blue whale, which is the most massive

③

①

two most important components of good health.

animal that has ever lived on Earth, can grow more than

④

②
100 feet long and weigh as many as 130 tons.

37. Days after the tsunami hit, as hope for finding
①

③

④

②

survivors fades, volunteers concentrated on saving the
③

④

45. In 1914, the U.S. congress passed a bill establishing
①

living.

②

Mother’s Day a national holiday; the holiday has become
③

38. Many of the roads in Indonesia were ruined by the

one of the most celebrating holidays today.

①

④

flood, making them hard for trucks to deliver food and
②

③

④
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Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오.

theories of Einstein.

[46-60]
48. According to the passage, which of the following is
[46-50]

true about Einstein?
Einstein was a physicist who challenged some of

①

Einstein

asked

for

a

dollar

after

he

gave

his

basic principles in physics that had been accepted by

autograph.

scientists for almost 300 years, since the work of Isaac

② Einstein used to forget to go to class in the college

Newton. He was also an accomplished writer, violinist and

years.

one of the most influential political voices of the 20th

③ Einstein gave charities money throughout his lifetime.

century.

④ Einstein was meticulous and punctual in doing things.

(A)______________, during and after his lifetime,
what ordinary people enjoyed most about Einstein was his

49. Which of the following is most appropriate for the

legendary

blank (B)?

image

rather

accomplishments.

For

than

his

theories and

instance,

his

other

somewhat

disorganized appearance

―

and careless clothing

intrigued people. In fact, there

are

many

―

stories

wide, open eyes, messy hair

surrounding

his

extraordinary

① genius

② forgetfulness

③ languidness

④ fame

50. Which of the following does NOT describe the incident

personality and behavior. When he was still a boy, his

at Princeton correctly?

teacher at school told Einstein’s father, “It does not

① Einstein mistook his own office for someone else's

matter what fields he goes into, he’ll never make a

office.

success of anything.” During his college years, his wife

② He waited outside someone else's office, mistaking it

and best friends had to keep reminding him to do basic

for his office.

things, such as to eat and go to class. After he became

③ Einstein read a sign on the door and thought that the

famous, he began charging people who asked for his

occupant of the office was gone.

autograph. He would ask for a dollar before signing and

④ Einstein did not realize that he was the person who

gave the money to charities.

wrote the sign on the door.

Another legendary incident further showed his
(B)______________. At Princeton one day, Einstein was on

[51-55]

his way back to his office after having lunch. While
walking,

he

began

to

sit

quietly

and

think

on

the

In the 16th century, Sir Thomas More described
an

imaginary

ideal

society

in

his

book

Utopia.

His

problems of space and time, which were two of his

Utopians would allow only slaves to kill animals because

favorite subjects. When he returned to his office, he read

they did not want free citizens to experience the cruelty

his own sign, “Gone to Lunch. Be back in 10 minutes.”

associated

Later he was found by his fellow professors sitting

slaughterhouses, cattle have often been killed with a lot

outside his office waiting for himself to come back.

of unnecessary suffering: animals stressed by abject fear

with

killing

living

things.

In

modern

and pain.
46. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank
(A)?

Temple Grandin, a renowned animal behavioral
scientist, is leading authority on improving conditions at

① However

② Therefore

processing plants, advising the U.S. government on the

③ Similarly

④ Consequently

federal Human Slaughter Act (calling for painless killing),
and writing guidelines for the American Meat Institute. [1]

47. Which of the following can be inferred from the

An

passage?

ramps where cattle walk single file, able to see only three

① People criticized Einstein’s intriguing appearance.

animals ahead, with the walkway turning in 180 degree

② Einstein was poorer at field sports than any other area

curves so the cattle cannot see anything unexpected that

when he was a young boy.

will make them balk. When there are high walls, no

③

Some

of

the

principles

in

physics

Isaac

Newton

example

shadows,

no

of

her

loud

practical

noises,

no

designs:

slaughterhouse

hitting,

no

slippages

established were challenged by Einstein.

underfoot, the animals proceed without fear, and industry

④ Ordinary people were not interested in the physical

efficiency
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improves.

Although

many

animal

welfare
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advocates say we should avoid eating meat entirely,

54. The author’s main purpose in writing this passage is

livestock animals serve a human purpose. [2]

to ______________.

Animal activists have also alerted people to the ①

emphasize

the

great

legacy

of

Temple

Grandin’s

cruel conditions of the veal industry. Deprived of their achievements
mothers at birth, male veal calves are put in tiny pens ②
alone, chained at the neck, unable to walk

―

discuss

the

inhumane

conditions

of

animals

in

all in order slaughterhouses these days

to keep their meat very tender. Raised on a liquid diet, (A) ③

explain

how

livestock

animals

react

to

Grandin’s

deficient in iron and fiber, full of chemicals, antibiotics, designs
and hormones, the calves are literally dragged to the ④ show how the veal industry raises the young cows to
slaughter at about 4 months old. Such conditions are now make their meat tender
banned in Britain, and many consumers and chefs in the
U.S. resist buying or preparing veal raised in this way. [3]

55. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence

There is also a growing switch from red meat to below?
poultry. But chickens tightly confined in battery cages in
huge factory-like warehouses are also fed antibiotics and

And Grandin believes humans should recognize

hormones. [4] Transportation and slaughter conditions are

their caretaking role toward these animals.

often appalling. Consequently, consumers have become
interested in stores which use only "care-free" eggs and

① [1]

② [2]

"organic" chickens. Despite the added cost, this trend is

③ [3]

④ [4]

growing, fed by consumer disgust with the treatment of
animals and worries over the industrialization of the food [56-60]
Beavers are famously busy, and they turn their

supply.
talents

to

reengineering

the

landscape

as

few

other

51. According to the passage, which of the following is animals can. When sites are available, beavers burrow in
the banks of rivers and lakes. But they also transform
NOT true?
①

Temple

Grandin

believes

that

human

beings owe

less

suitable

habitats

by

building

dams.

Felling

and

animals a peaceful death.

gnawing trees with their strong teeth and powerful jaws,

② Slaughtering veal in cruel conditions is illegal in

they create massive log, branch, and mud structures to

Britain today.

block streams and turn fields and forests into the large

③ Grandin’s inventions are purely profit-oriented.

ponds that beavers love. [1]
Domelike beaver homes, called lodges, are also

④ Many American chefs resist preparing veal raised in

constructed

inhumane conditions.

of

branches

and

mud.

They

are

often

(A)______________ located in the middle of ponds and can
52. Which of the following can be inferred from the

only

be

passage?

dwellings are home to extended families of monogamous

① Consumers are gradually eating more chicken than

parents,

veal because of the high-quality meat.

previous spring. [2]

use

their

buying

kits,

underwater

and

the

entrances.

yearlings

born

These
in

the

are herbivores and prefer to eat leaves, bark, twigs,

greater efficiency than free men.
People

young

by

Beavers are among the largest of rodents. They

② Utopians believed that slaves could kill animals with
③

reached

power

to

show

their

roots, and aquatic plants.
These large rodents move with an ungainly waddle

disapproval of the veal industry.
④ Grandin’s inventions make the cattle unable to see

on land but are graceful in the water, where they use

anything at all in front of them.

their large, webbed rear feet like swimming fins, and
their

paddle-shaped

tails like

rudders.

[3]

They

can

53. Which of the following is the closest in meaning to

remain underwater for 15 minutes without surfacing, and

the underlined (A) deficient?

have a set of transparent eyelids that function much like

① unendurable

② insufficient

③ unseemly

④ incompetent

goggles. Their fur is naturally oily and waterproof.
Beavers are known for their danger signal which
a

beaver

makes

when

the

beaver

is

startled

or

frightened. A swimming beaver will rapidly dive while
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forcefully slapping the water with its broad tail. This
means that the beaver creates a loud slapping noise,
which can be heard over large distances above and
below water. This beaver warning noise serves as a
warning to beavers in the area. [4] Once a beaver has
made this danger signal, nearby beavers dive and may
not come back up for some time.
There are two species of beavers, which are
found in the forests of North America, Europe, and Asia.
These

animals

are

active

all

winter,

swimming

and

foraging in their ponds even when a layer of ice covers
the surface.
56. Which of the following is most appropriate for the
passage to appear in?
① a wildlife magazine

② a financial report

③ an environment pamphlet

④ a paper on omnivores

57. Which of the following is most likely to be the
author’s attitude toward beavers?
① indignant

② sympathetic

③ uninterested

④ adoring

58. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence
below?
These attributes allow beavers to swim at speeds of
up to five miles an hour.
① [1]

② [2]

③ [3]

④ [4]

59. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank
(A)?
① inalienably

② strategically

③ indiscreetly

④ indescribably

60. According to the passage, which of the following is
true?
① Beavers are mid-sized rodents that eat all plants and
roots.
② Beavers can create a loud slapping noise by using
their paddle-shaped tails.
③ Yearlings of beavers leave their lodges permanently in
the spring.
④ Beavers do not swim when the surface of their ponds
is covered with ice.
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